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ABSTRACT

The Scanning Electron Microscope(SEM) installation in the shielded glove box was

performed for the first time at KAERI early in 1999. The SEM was modified for

handling the radioactive materials. The shielded glove box will be used for SEM

operation as well as storing and coating the specimen. This paper describes the SEM

installation in the shielded glove box and the first experiences of the surface analysis of

the radioactive materials.

INTRODUCTION

The hot cell in Post Irradiation Examination Facility (PIEF) at KAERI have only a

metallography system for the analysis of microstructures. For more advanced research

activity, the SEM could provide with the secondary electron, the backscattered electron

mode and Energy Dispersive X-ray system (EDX) for the high magnification

observation of microstructure and element analysis, respectively. The examination of

radioactive fuels and irradiated materials by SEM will play an important role in

providing data for basic mechanisms analysis involved in corrosion, radiation damage,

fracture, etc.. The surface microstructures of materials are examined and analyzed by

SEM for the determination of grain size, pore size and grain face fission gas bubble size.

As the hot cells in PIEF have no space for SEM installation, a shielded glove box was

required for a special purpose of SEM operation. Spent fuel specimen will be prepared

in the hot cells with the same methods for metallography preparations such as the
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cutting, polishing etching and cleaning.

In this paper, the modification criteria and contents of SEM are described firstly.

PHILIPS XL-30 model was selected as a suitable equipment as this model needed a

little modification for handling the radioactive materials. However, for the analyzing

radioactive materials the SEM should be modified to prevent from the functional

deterioration by the radiation effects.

There are various types of shielding methods for SEM in foreign countries. Shielded

SEM itself, the clamshell glove box type and shielded glove box type were compared

mutually for our case. As shielded SEM is very expensive and clamshell type has

complex structure, shielded glove box was decided as a best choice. The design

requirements and contents of shielded glove box are described secondly in this paper.

MODIFICATION CRITERIA OF SEM

Comprehensive literature review related to a shielded SEM were at first conducted.

The radioactivity of the specimens is ranged from 0.5 Sv/h to 1.26 Sv/h at contact(0.5

Sv/h by INEL, 1 Sv/h by ORNL, 0.72 ~ 1.26 Sv/h by SRL). As the SEM is to be applied

to examine the radiation materials at the first time in Korea, our radiation criteria are

decided to minimum 0.5 Sv/h at the specimen contact. And if the specimen is made

from the nuclear spent fuel, its activity was estimated at 7.4 GBq. Its calculation was

based on the values of the burn-up, the cooling time and the initial enrichment of 50

GWD/MTU, 3 years and 5 %, respectively. The weight of the spent fuel specimen is

0.17 gr.

The modification criteria of our SEM were decided as followings ; 1) The shielding

materials should protect all detectors and materials in the specimen chamber, in case

their functions are reduced or lost by the radiation effects. 2) An electron gun and a

control unit should be separated in order to install the electron gun only in the shielded

glove box. 3) A specimen is easily installed or uninstalled on the stage of SEM by the

manipulator. 4) A main function of the electron gun part shall be operated remotely for

the use in the shielded glove box.

Model XL-30 manufactured by PHILIPS was selected because they had the

experiences for using their SEMs for the radioactive materials and their inside

dimension of the stage chamber is very large. The large stage chamber has such

advantage that the radioactive specimen is easily handled inside the chamber by the

manipulator. The filament of our SEM was adapted to LaB6 type to increase the period

for maintenance. Highest resolution and magnification of XL-30 are 2.0 nm and
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x400,000, respectively. Analysis systems consist of a secondary electron detector, a

backscattered electron detector and an energy dispersive X-ray system.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS OF SHIELDED GLOVE BOX

For the application of SEM to the examination of irradiated nuclear fuel specimens,

a shielded glove box was designed. It is important to determine proper shielding

material and its thickness. It assumed that 6 specimens of the spent fuels were stored in

the shielded glove box. Therefore, total radioactivity for the shielded glove box is 44

GBq. The shielding materials considered were the lead and the carbon steel, and its

thickness was calculated by ANISN code. As the results of the shielding calculation, the

thickness of the lead is about 8.5 cm and the steel is about 16.5 cm in accordance with

the recommendation of ICRP-60, as shown in fig. 1. Because the shielded glove box

should have various ports for the utility lines of the SEM and require a complex

structure, the steel was decided as the shielding material for its convenience to fabricate

the shielded glove box rather than the lead.

The containment box shall be provided for the separation of the inner space of

shielded glove box into two regions, so that the active zone for specimen examination is

confined to avoid unnecessary contamination of the microscope and glove box inside.

An exclusive transport cask is required in order to move the specimens from the

preparation hot cell to the shielded glove box. For handling the specimen and the

control of the SEM stage remotely, the manipulator and the lead glass are needed. And

various ports and doors shall be provided for SEM maintenance and operation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. SEM Modification for the Radioactive Material Observation

The SEM has been modified according to the upper modification criteria. The

acrylate conductor of the secondary electron detector was revised to the glass light

conductor to lessen the radiation effects. The movements of the specimen stage were

motorized in X, Y, Z directions and rotation. These capabilities make it possible to

handle the specimen remotely outside the shielded glove box. However, the tilting

movement is operated manually. The electrical cable, service lines and cooling water

hose between the electron gun and the control unit was extended about 6-m length in

order to install only the electron gun within the shielded glove box. Scan filtering

system for our LaB6 filament was changed to the FEG filtering system to reduce the
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noise due to the long length of the electric lines. The open distance of the chamber door

is extended from 20 cm to 30 cm so that the specimen is easily handled by using the

manipulator, as shown in Fig. 2. The height of the electron gun is increased from 2 cm

to about 5 cm in order to prevent the interference between the lower part of the electron

gun and the bottom plate of the containment box. Al frame was provided outside the

stage chamber so that SEM was connected to the containment box. EDX detector with

super ultra thin window is added to the collimator. Its detecting range is Be(4) ~U(92).

Instead of standard holder, a new special holder was fabricated.

The SC7610 sputter coater system has two kinds of gold and carbon coater, as

shown in fig 3. Each coater is comprised of three main parts: the cabinet assembly, the

vacuum system and the chamber. The vacuum system of them must be modified to coat

the radioactive materials. The items were modified as follows: The another cabinet is

fabricated for the vacuum system and the chambers to be installed within the shielded

glove box. The service connection cables that connect from the vacuum system to the

cabinet assembly are extended to about 4 m.

2. Shielded Glove Box Design

The shielded glove box consists of containment box, shielding walls, lead glass,

manipulators, maintenance doors and specimen cask adapters, etc. The overall size of

the glove box is 2.07 m wide, 2.17 m depth and 2.62 m high. The walls are made of

carbon steel plates with a thickness of 170 cm. The front, sidewalls and roof panels are

fixed by interconnecting with bolts and joint panels whereas the rear wall is movable for

the easy access for maintenance. Each shield wall panel is made of two layers without

seam and fixed together by bolts.

The lead glass and manipulators were installed in the front shielding wall, so that the

specimens are remotely handled from the specimen loading to the SEM specimen door

opening with good visibility. The specimens are transferred from the hot cell to the

containment box using specially designed specimen cask and are picked up using

manipulator. At the outside of right sidewall, the cask adapter was installed to transfer

specimens between the glove box and hot cell. A schematic drawing of the glove box is

shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

The walls of the containment box are made of reinforced glasses with aluminum

frame to ensure the sufficient illumination and visibility. The jointing interface of

containment box and SEM is connected by folding rubber, so that it can accommodate

the lifting movement of SEM specimen table. HEP A filters at the inlet and outlet of

containment box, and manometers were installed to maintain the negative pressure of
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the inside cavity of containment box so that no contamination materials can escape. The

lights are positioned at the inside top of the roof panel.

Three doors were prepared to aid proper maintenance works. Rear door can be

opened fully by electrically driven motor for the easy installation of SEM. Left door

with 600 mm width is used for maintenance of SEM specimen stage using gloves

because the specimen stage is located inside of the containment box. The front door is

used for normal checking of vacuum pump operation and adjusting cooling water level.

Specimen storage rack with shield was prepared inside the containment box so that the

maintenance can be made safely despite of the highly radioactive specimens.
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Fig. 1 Thickness of Shielding Material According to Dose Rate.

AI Frame for the Containment Box Modtifing the chamber

Increasing the Height of the Electron Gun Extension of service lines

Fig. 2 Modification of XL-30 Electron Gun Fig. 3 Modification of Sputter Coater



Fig. 4 Section View of the Shielded Glove Box


